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an exquisitely-rendered journey through the 
edgy romance of the railway. Textural and 
relatable yet intensely personal, these sharply 
observed vignettes marry Jamie Collinson's 
words and Bernard G. lehmann's imagery 
to stylishly evocative effect. This will draw 
newly-searching eyes to the window and turn 
even the most mundane train journey into a 
thing of curious beauty. a miniature travel 
masterpiece.
          simon inGram



One



“Swathes of mist were ripping past me. We were 
hurtling onwards at breakneck speed. Pointed wedges of 
blue-black rock thrust up against the train. I leaned 
out and looked upwards, trying in vain to make out the 
tops of the fearful formations.” 1                     
               W.G. sebald



my existence has been punctuated by train 
journeys. each one is like a rivet, pinning down 
the track of my life at a certain time. only the 
future remains free. 



i grew up in Yorkshire, and moved to london 
at eighteen. From then on, i frequently 
travelled the east Coast mainline between the 
capital and leeds. 



The journey is associated with railway legend, 
with trains proudly informing you that they 
travel the ‘route of the Flying scotsman’ – the 
train service between london and edinburgh, 
which began in 1862 and was officially named 
in 1924. 



For the subsequent eighteen years, the trains 
have carried me to and from a place that 
started as home, but is now simply where i am 
from. a place i wanted to escape, and now 
often long to return to. my excitement at 
slowing within the dark web of tunnels and 
complex jumble of tracks, sidings and disused 
platforms at King’s Cross has since subsided. 



now, it’s when the train breaks free of the 
city and flies northward through the fields that 
i feel my spirits lift.



two



There’s something potent in the mixture of 
propulsion, reflection and vista that a train 
provides. This power lies partly in the fact that 
trains fly through, rather than over, the 
landscape. And you do fly, on a train. One 
has the sense of hovering above the tracks, of 
lifting, of zooming and banking and flying 
through it all. 



more than any other method of travel, 
journeys by rail reveal a place’s innards. 
a train tears through the fabric of a country,
and tells all. only a train slices directly 
through the land – through a place’s farms, 
its lakes, its cities and forests. 



In England, for example, one might find a big, 
low sun sinking to one side of the carriage, the 
trembling, exaggerated shadow of which gives 
way to steeply banking fields on the other side. 



hedgerows narrowing to the horizon, patches 
of woodland. old stone farmhouses amidst tall, 
neatly planted cypresses. raindrops drawing 
skeletal, tumbling patterns on the windows. 



Fishing lakes, roads, suburbs. The backs of 
terraced houses, and scruffy football fields. 
Factories and cathedrals and shopping centres. 
outskirts condensing into towns. 




